Validation of a nonsmooth discrete element method by confined
compression and rod penetration
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ABSTRACT
The nonsmooth discrete element method (NDEM) [1-2] is an alternative to the conventional smooth
discrete element method (DEM). In the nonsmooth approach the contacts are modelled using
constraints and impulses, which allows for velocity discontinuities and instantaneous force
propagation throughout the system and thus making large time-step integration possible. The method
may result in fast simulations, including realtime simulators with heavy machinery [3] and largescale granular matter flow simulation for exploring the design space of balling drum outlets [4] used
in mineral ore pelletization.
We present results for the validation experiements described in Ref. [5] and [6] of bulk behaviour
under confined compression and rod penetration. We use the NDEM regularized with the nonlinear
Hertz contact law, referred to as semismooth DEM in Ref. [1], that allows modeling of the
microscopic properties particle elasticity, restitution coefficient, contact friction and rolling friction.
The simulation results are compared to measurements from experiments and DEM simulation
provided in [5] and [6]. The dependency on NDEM solver choice and parameters, such as size of
time-step and number of iterations, are investigated.
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